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College: Leeward Community College 
 Program: Plant Biology and Tropical Agriculture

The last comprehensive review for this program was on new program, and can be viewed at:
 http://www.leeward.hawaii.edu/planning‐reports

Program Description

The Plant Biology and Tropical Agriculture Program offers an Associate in Science (AS) in Plant Biology and Tropical Agriculture (64 credits) and smaller certificates,
including Certificate of Achievement (CA, 34 credits), Certificate of Competence (CO, 14 credits) and an Academic Subject Certificate (ASC, 27‐30 credits). The AS
degree and certificates include comprehensive courses in plant science and agriculture (Table 1). It is the only AS degree in agriculture among the four UHCCs on
Oahu.

Table 1. Plant Biology and Tropical Agriculture: Courses and Certificates under the Program

Course

Academic
Subject
Certificate

Community
Food Security

Academic Subject
Certificate

Plant Biology &
Tropical
Agriculture

Certificate of
Competence (CO)

Plant Biology &
Tropical
Agriculture

Certificate of
Achievement (CA)

Plant Biology &
Tropical Agriculture

Associate in
Science         (AS)

Plant Biology &
Tropical Agriculture

ENG 100 Composition or any FW designated courses numbered
100 or above ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ 3

MATH 100 Survey Math or MATH 103 College Algebra or any
higher FS designated course ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ 3

HIST 151 World History I and/or other FG courses ‐ ‐ ‐ 3 6

HWST 107 Hawai’i: Center  of the Pacific /or other DA/DH/DL
courses 3 ‐ ‐ 3 3

MGT  135 Agriculture Entrepreneurship in Hawai’i (or FSHN 100
Concepts in Nutritional Science for ASC in CFS only)

or MGT 125 Starting a New Business,

or BUSN 164 Career Success

3 ‐ ‐ 3 3

SOC 151 Introduction to the Sociology of Food or other DS
courses 3 ‐ 3 3 3

HWST 291 Contemporary Hawaiian Issues (replaces SOC 297) 3 ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

AG  112 Introduction to Organic Agriculture 4 ‐ 4* 4* 4

BOT 130 Plants in  Hawaiian Environment

or HORT 110 Hawai’i Horticulture & Nutrition
‐ ‐ 4* 4 4

PBT 100 Orientation to Hawai‘i’s Agriculture Industry ‐ 1 1 1 1

PBT 122 Soil Technology ‐ ‐ 3 3 3

PBT 141 Integrated Pest Management ‐ 3 3 3 3

PBT 200+L Introduction to Plant Science/Lab ‐ 4 4* 4* 4

PBT 290V Internship or work experience ‐ 1 ‐ 1‐4 1‐4

PBT 264 Introduction  to Horticulture and Plant

Propagation
‐ 3 ‐ 3 3
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BOT 101+L General Botany or BIOL 101 Biology for Non‐majors
or BIOL 171+L Introduction to Biology ‐ 4 ‐ ‐ 4

CHEM 151B Elementary Survey Chemistry or CHEM
161B General Chemistry ‐ 4 ‐ ‐ 4

ICS 101 Digital Tools for the Information World or BUS
101 Business Computer Systems ‐ 3 ‐ ‐ 3

GEOG 101 Natural Environment or PBT 210 Introduction to
Environmental Science ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ 3

One of the Following Electives:

PBT 250 Tropical Landscape  (3 cr) or  (alternate spring)

PBT 251 Sustainable Crop Production (3 cr) (alternate fall)

PBT 269 Ornamental Plant Materials (3 cr) or (alternate spring)

PBT 275 Introduction to Crop Improvement (4 cr) (alternate
fall)

‐ 4 ‐ 3‐4 3‐6

Total 16 27 14 34 64

The program prepares students for various careers in agriculture and natural resource management through hands‐on practice and classroom instruction. Both
returning non‐traditional students and traditional students will gain fundamental skills, knowledge and experiences in crop production, pest management, business
principles, food, agriculture and the environment. It also offers a transfer pathway to four year colleges, including the College of Tropical Agriculture and Human
Resources (CTAHR) at UH Manoa and UH West O’ahu (UHWO).  Leeward CC’s AS degree and courses have been fully articulated with UHWO’s Sustainable Community
Food Systems as well as with CTAHR’s PEPs and TPSS programs. All courses have been aligned within the community college system, KauCC, MauCC and HawCC.

The Plant Biology and Tropical Agriculture Program will:

Train Hawaii’s Agriculture and Natural Resource Management Technicians to meet the changing workforce needs of agribusinesses, nonprofit organizations and
government sectors.
Utilize the existing courses, certificates and resources and build stackable credentials leading to a terminal AS degree while also providing an opportunity to
transfer to four‐year campuses including UH Manoa, UH Hilo and UH West O’ahu.
Provide new employment opportunities to Leeward Coast students with a higher skill, higher wage, and higher demand jobs in agribusiness and government
sectors.
Work with other UH campuses to meet the needs of the agricultural workforce and the community..

The Plant Biology and Tropical Agriculture Program was established because Leeward CC services the area of O’ahu containing the most agriculture and conservation
lands, and the college already offered several courses related to Agriculture and Natural Resource Management.  However, until 2014, it did not offer a degree in
those fields, except two Academic Subject Certificates (ASCs) in related fields.

Recognizing the increasing demand for agriculture and food production, the PBT program will provide students with comprehensive skill sets in agriculture, including
hands‐on field and laboratory experiences and internships in plant and soil sciences, horticulture, sustainable crop production, crop improvement and agribusiness to
meet the workforce needs of the Agriculture and Natural Resource Management employment sectors.  Additionally, it will create jobs and education opportunities for
students for the under‐served region on the Leeward‐Waianae Coast.

The AS in PBT degree is the result of concerted collaboration among faculty from UH Community Colleges as well as UH Manoa and UH West O’ahu.  The Plant Biology
and Tropical Agriculture Program also enjoys wide support from Hawaii’s Agriculture Industry.  The broad industry support was evident from the letters provided by
Hawaii Farm Bureau, Hawaii Agriculture Research Center, Landscape Industry Council of Hawaii, Dupont Pioneer, Ma’O Organic Farms and Twin Bridge Farm for the
establishment of the PBT program.

The Plant Biology and Tropical Agriculture Program will support the recently updated UH Community College (UHCC) Strategic Plan for 2015‐2021 and the new UH
System Policy on Sustainability (2015).  Currently Leeward CC does not have S‐designation courses but courses from the Plant Biology and Tropical Agriculture Program
are being used as inititial test subjects and will be among the first to have this focus. In particular, it is directly related to the Local Food goal, which aims to double
food production and attain 20 to 30 percent of food consumed be grown locally.

Part I. Quantitative Indicators

Overall Program Health: Healthy
Majors Included: PBS     Program CIP: 01.1101

Demand Indicators Program Year Demand Health Call
14‐15 15‐16 16‐17

1 New & Replacement Positions (State) 20 20 13

Healthy

2 *New & Replacement Positions (County Prorated) 9 8 7
3 Number of Majors 6 27 37
3a     Number of Majors Native Hawaiian 3 11 14
3b     Fall Full‐Time 0% 50% 57%
3c     Fall Part‐Time 0% 50% 43%
3d     Fall Part‐Time who are Full‐Time in System 0% 4% 0%
3e     Spring Full‐Time 36% 36% 39%
3f     Spring Part‐Time 64% 64% 61%
3g     Spring Part‐Time who are Full‐Time in System 0% 4% 3%
4 SSH Program Majors in Program Classes 27 165 185
5 SSH Non‐Majors in Program Classes 372 393 330
6 SSH in All Program Classes 399 558 515
7 FTE Enrollment in Program Classes 13 19 17
8 Total Number of Classes Taught 15 17 18
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Efficiency Indicators Program Year Efficiency Health Call
14‐15 15‐16 16‐17

9 Average Class Size 8.5 12.1 11.7

Cautionary

10 *Fill Rate 42.9% 58% 58.7%
11 FTE BOR Appointed Faculty 1 1 1
12 *Majors to FTE BOR Appointed Faculty 5.5 27 37
13 Majors to Analytic FTE Faculty 4.0 14.9 26.3
13a Analytic FTE Faculty 1.4 1.8 1.4
14 Overall Program Budget Allocation $60,678 $70,785 $73,220
14a General Funded Budget Allocation $0 $0 $17,650
14b Special/Federal Budget Allocation $56,556 $52,008 $54,084
14c Tuition and Fees $4,122 $18,777 $1,486
15 Cost per SSH $152 $127 $142
16 Number of Low‐Enrolled (<10) Classes 10 8 7

*Data element used in health call calculation Last Updated: October 29, 2017

Effectiveness Indicators Program Year Effectiveness Health Call
14‐15 15‐16 16‐17

17 Successful Completion (Equivalent C or Higher) 77% 79% 71%

Healthy

18 Withdrawals (Grade = W) 4 7 14
19 *Persistence Fall to Spring 0% 80.7% 61.9%
19a Persistence Fall to Fall 0% 61.5% 30.7%
20 *Unduplicated Degrees/Certificates Awarded 0 2 4
20a Degrees Awarded 0 0 3
20b Certificates of Achievement Awarded 0 0 0
20c Advanced Professional Certificates Awarded 0 0 0
20d Other Certificates Awarded 0 0 1
21 External Licensing Exams Passed Not Reported Not Reported N/A
22 Transfers to UH 4‐yr 0 2 3
22a Transfers with credential from program 0 1 0
22b Transfers without credential from program 0 1 3

Distance Education: 
 Completely On‐line Classes

Program Year
 

14‐15 15‐16 16‐17

23 Number of Distance Education Classes Taught 2 2 3

 

24 Enrollments Distance Education Classes 20 33 33
25 Fill Rate 29% 47% 37%
26 Successful Completion (Equivalent C or Higher) 75% 88% 67%
27 Withdrawals (Grade = W) 1 1 3
28 Persistence (Fall to Spring Not Limited to Distance Education) 60% 81% 55%

Perkins IV Core Indicators
 2015‐2016

Goal Actual Met  

29 1P1 Technical Skills Attainment 92.00 0.00 Not Met

 

30 2P1 Completion 51.00 0.00 Not Met
31 3P1 Student Retention or Transfer 81.00 100.00 Met
32 4P1 Student Placement 63.87 0.00 Not Met
33 5P1 Nontraditional Participation N/A N/A N/A
34 5P2 Nontraditional Completion N/A N/A N/A

Performance Measures Program Year  
14‐15 15‐16 16‐17

35 Number of Degrees and Certificates 0 2 3

 

36 Number of Degrees and Certificates Native Hawaiian 0 1 1
37 Number of Degrees and Certificates STEM 0   2 3

38 Number of Pell Recipients1 4 9 1

39 Number of Transfers to UH 4‐yr 0 2 3
*Data element used in health call calculation Last Updated: October 29, 2017
1PY 16‐17; Pell recipients graduates not majors

Glossary | Health Call Scoring Rubric

Part II. Analysis of the Program

Demand

The Program data for the academic year (AY) 2016‐17 is “healthy,” which is a positive turn from “unhealthy” in AY 2015‐16.  The new and replacement positions in
state declined from 20 in AY 15‐16 to 13 in AY 16‐17. Statewide there are 245 new job openings each year for the CIP code 01.1101, according to O*NET OnLine. The

https://www.hawaii.edu/offices/cc/arpd/docs/2017_Annual_Report_of_CTE_Program_Data_Glossary.pdf
https://www.hawaii.edu/offices/cc/arpd/docs/2017_arpd_cte_health_rubrics.pdf
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number of majors increased by 37% from 27 (AY 15‐16) to 37 (AY 16‐17). Number of Majors Native Hawaiian also increased by 27% (from 11 to 14). Other demand
indicators also showed an increasing trend. The SSH program majors increased from 165 to 185 while SSH non‐majors declined from  393 to 330. Because the program
is relatively new, with data available for the past three years, demand SSH measures have not stabilized yet. Existence of the program and marketing of which are still
inadequate. However, despite a lower new and replacement position statewide (or county  prorated), total number of classes taught increased to 18 (from 17) and the
number of low enrolled classes has been steadily decreasing. The overall demand indicator is Healthy.

Efficiency

The efficiency indicator in AY 16‐17 is “cautionary,” which is the same as in AY 15‐16. Average class size declined slightly from 12.1 to 11.7. Addition of an extra
course did not adversely affect the fill rate, which increased slightly to 58.7% (58% in AY 15‐16).   The program has not received any General Funded budget allocation.
All program expenses, including one full‐time instructor are supported by Federal Perkins Funds. One FTE BOR appointed faculty coordinates the program but nearly all
instructional load is assigned to one grant‐funded instructor. The program is continuing to show growth with Majors to FTE BOR appointed faculty increasing from 27 to
37.

Effectiveness

The effectiveness indicator in AY 16‐17, like AY15‐16, is “healthy.”  The program’s relatively short existence is reflected in the fact that AY 16‐17 has values for most
of the efficiency indicators where some indicators were blank previously.  Successful completion rate declined from 79% (AY15‐16) to 71% (AY 16‐17). Four degrees or
certificates were awarded compared to 2 in the previous year. Also, the number of students transferring to a 4yr UH program increased from 2 to 3 in AY 16‐17.

Distance Education

Previously, only two courses were offered online. Starting in Fall 2017 an extra class was offered as distance education.  This increases flexibility in the program.
 Total enrollment in distance education class remained unchanged at 33 students. However, the fill‐rate declined to 37% from 47% in the year before.  This is due to
the same number of students taking classes but now being divided between three classes (two of which can substitute for each other).

Part III. Action Plan

Instructional Faculty: The Plant Biology and Tropical Agriculture Program relies completely on Perkins Grant for one full time faculty instructor and a half time APT
position.  Nearly all instructional activities of the program are carried out by the temporary, grant‐funded instructor or a lecturer.  The program suffers from a high
turnover of the instructional faculty as a result, which adversely impacts the program outreach, recruitment, retention and success. An 1‐FTE tenure track faculty is
urgently needed to stabilize and grow the program. Justification for the 1‐FTE request is as follows:

This is a new program that complements Sustainable Hawaii initiative to strengthen our waters, land and food for Hawaii’s communities.
It offers the only AS degree in agriculture among four UHCCs on Oahu.
All program courses and certificates have been articulated with UHWO, UH Hilo and CTAHR. For a new program, the program has 37 majors, 3 AS degree
awarded and 3 transfers to UH Manoa.
All Leeward CC courses have been aligned with a common alpha and number effective academic year 2018‐19.
The program has already transformed STEM education through infusion of agriculture in biology, botany, marine options and other programs.
The program is one of four STEM programs at LeeCC (ICS, ASNS, IIT and PBT)
A new aquaponics certificate and a new food safety course have been proposed under the Plant Biology and Tropical Agriculture Program.
Extensive support and consultation is necessary to sustain and grow contacts with industry and academia for which the full‐time support  position is necessary.

Overall, Leeward CC has made considerable progress through National Science Foundation (NSF) and the Perkins grant support. Sustaining the program at current level
or better will require at least one FTE position.

 

Academic Support: One full‐time Academic Support‐Education Specialist is required to provide preparations of laboratory activities, and management of living lab and
other crop growing areas.  A laboratory or field technician with plant science, botany, horticulture or related educational or work experience is needed to provide the
required support.  Currently, a 0.5 FTE, grant‐funded position provides some support for these activities.

There has been a lack of continuity in support staff, due mainly to all  positions being grant‐funded. Currently, the full‐time counselor position is vacant and the
academic specialist position has changed three times  in four years.

 

Marketing: The program is not widely known to prospective students. A sustained marketing effort is required for recruitment. The recruitment effort should be within
the campus as well as in the area high schools.

 

Articulation: The Plant Biology and Tropical Agriculture courses and programs have been articulated with UHWO, CTAHR, and UH Hilo thus opening a pathway
for students interested to pursue agriculture and natural resource management careers. Current articulation agreements are in need of updating, for all Agriculture
programs across the UH Community Colleges. This will ensure uniformity in course alpha, credit and program alignments. We have begun the process to allow
alignment  with KauCC, MauCC and HawCC, which will be completed by AY 17‐18.

 
 

Part IV. Resource Implications

Leeward CC is the only community college on Oahu with an AS degree in Plant Biology and Tropical Agriculture. While the program is new, LeeCC is situated in
Agriculturally important Ewa and Central plains of the island. From its inception, the program has been entirely funded through grant funds. Without a long‐term
commitment at the institutional level, we have experienced frequent turnover in the instructional faculty and APT support. This is a serious impediment in the
continued curriculum development, implementation of the program and academic support.

For continued operation and health of the program, we need a tenure track 1‐FTE instructor. The Plant Biology and Tropical Agriculture Program manages a living lab
and several crop growing areas, which is currently managed by a 0.5 FTE Academic Support (APT). To manage the gardens and grow the program we request 1.0 FTE
APT position. Marketing of the program within campus and to area high schools has been a weakness. A part time marketing specialist can, however, be funded
through grant support.

Finally, opportunities to participate in undergraduate research opportunities (URE) are already present through grant funds.  Funding for 1‐FTE instructor and an
Academic Support is needed to sustain and grow the program.  Requests for the Instructor and APT have been made through Math and Science Division.  

Program Student Learning Outcomes

http://governor.hawaii.gov/sustainable-hawaii-initiative/
http://www.uhwo.hawaii.edu/default/assets/File/articulation/LEE_Articulation_Agreement_AS_PBTAtoBAS_SCFS_11May2015.pdf
http://www.hawaii.edu/offices/aa/aapp/cms/UH-PBTCTAHR-ArticAgreementFinal07_01_11&AttachmentsRev09_28_11.pdf
http://hilo.hawaii.edu/uhh/vcaa/documents/AgricultureCommunity_College_ArticulateFINAL2.docx
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Quick links to campus homepages: Manoa Hilo West O‘ahu Hawai‘i Honolulu Kapi‘olani Kaua‘i Leeward Maui Windward

For the 2016‐2017 program year, some or all of the following P‐SLOs were reviewed by the program:

Assessed
this

year?
Program Student Learning Outcomes

1 Yes Use appropriate scientific and agricultural terminology to communicate in different settings and with different audiences.

2 Yes Identify and analyze the biotic and abiotic factors that affect agricultural production and manage these factors at the local, state, national, and global
level.

3 Yes Understand and apply principles and practices from plant and soil sciences, and tropical agriculture to improve production and profitability.

4 Yes Apply scientific methods and information technology to manage agronomic and agribusiness challenges and opportunities.

5 Yes Demonstrate the fundamental knowledge of the contemporary issues involving food, agriculture and the environment.

A) Evidence of Industry Validation

Two students enrolled in PBT 290V and successfully completed an industry sponsored internship. One transferred to UHWO and the other continues to work on the
farm. The program regularly receives requests from industry and local agribusinesses to offer students paid internships.

B) Expected Level Achievement

Expected level of achievement is 70% of all students assessed will meet the course SLOs; this goal was achieved in HORT 110L, PBT 122, PBT 250 and PBT 200.

C) Courses Assessed

For PSLO1, students in HORT 110L course were asked to propagate plants using different methods in two different activities: Lab 1: Propagation by seed and Lab 2:
Propagation by cuttings and airlayer. All students (100%) were able to successfully apply at least two propagation techniques. The outcomes were met and further
actions were unnecessary.

For PSLO2, students in PBT 122 were asked, via multiple choice and short essay midterm exam, to give definitions for and have an understanding of the terminology
and theory of soil formation. 14 out of 16 students (88%) successfully passed the exam. The outcomes were met and further actions were unnecessary.

For PSLO3, students in PBT 250 were asked, via multiple choice and short essay midterm exam, to have an understanding of horticulture terminology and practice and
incorporate practical experience they had gained in class time. 13 out of 14 students (93%) successfully passed the exam. The outcomes were met and further actions
were unnecessary.

For PSLO4, students in PBT 200L were required to grow a crop from seed to seed by applying knowledge of agronomy and soil science. Assessment was in the form of a
class presentation and based on their performance, 100% (n=4) passed with a score of 80% or more.

For PSLO5, students in PBT 200 were assessed through midterm and final exams and 75% (n=4) achieved 70% or higher.

D) Assessment Strategy/Instrument

A number of different tools have been used to assess achievement of the course SLOs and ultimately the P‐SLOs. The courses listed above all incorporate examinations,
a midterm and a final exam. Students are also required to complete individual projects and share their new‐found knowledge with their peers in oral presentations. In
courses with a laboratory component students are required to carry out experiments linked to the course material and document and discuss their results in notebooks.

E) Results of Program Assessment

Program Learning Outcomes have been aligned with Course Learning Outcomes. All five PSLOs have been assessed via course SLOs. At least 70% of all students assessed
met P‐SLOs.

F) Other Comments

NA

G) Next Steps

A new Certificate of Competence (CO) in Aquaponics will be incorporated in the Plant Biology and Tropical Agriculture Program through curriculum process.
Alignment of course alpha and number across UHCCs will be finalized in AY 18‐19.
Articulation agreement with UH CTAHR will be revised and updated effective AY 18‐19.

http://manoa.hawaii.edu/
https://hilo.hawaii.edu/
http://westoahu.hawaii.edu/
http://hawaii.hawaii.edu/
http://honolulu.hawaii.edu/
http://kapiolani.hawaii.edu/
http://kauai.hawaii.edu/
http://www.lcc.hawaii.edu/
http://maui.hawaii.edu/
http://windward.hawaii.edu/
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